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Summary. The spatial structure of ACTH-(6-9)-PGP molecule has been investigated using
theoretical conformational analysis method. Amino acid sequence of the N-terminal pentapeptide
fragment of His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Pro of this molecule conforms to the fragment 6-9 of ACTH hormone.
Calculations of conformational states of this molecule are carried out regarding nonvalent,
electrostatic and torsional interactions and the energy of hydrogen bonds. The spatial structure of the
His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Pro-Gly-Pro molecule was estimated on the low–energy conformations of the Nterminal tetrapeptide fragment His-Phe-Arg-Trp and C-terminal tripeptide fragment Pro-Gly-Pro of
this molecule. It is shown that the spatial structure of heptapeptide molecule can be presented by 11
low-energy forms of the main chain. The low–energy conformations of this molecule, the values of
dihedral angles of the backbone and side chains of the amino acid residues were founded and the
energies of intra- and inter-residual interactions were determined.

Keywords: АСТН-(6-9)-PGP, Conformational analysis, Spatial structure, Conformation, Intramolecular
interactions.
Introduction
As peptides, which by their nootropic and
neuroprotective activity would not be inferior to Semax,
various fragments of ACTH were tested: ACTH- (7-10)
-PGP, ACTH- (4-10) -PGP, ACTH- (6-10) -PGP and
ACTH- (5-7) -PGP. Animal experiments have shown
that ACTH- (6-9) -PGP has proven to be particularly
successful in terms of biological properties. This peptide
not only showed nootropic and anxiolytic activity, but
also increased the viability of cultured glial cells
obtained from the cerebral cortex of rats with ischemic
brain damage. When studying the effect of ACTH- (410) -PGP on the size of the necrotic focus in rats, it
turned out that this peptide, like Semax, reduces the size
of necrosis during the development of ischemic stroke in
rats by approximately 50%. All these drugs are planned
to be used as medicines. With different routes of
administration, a different set of hydrolysis products is
formed from the initial peptides, and it is known that the
resulting shorter peptides often have their own
biological activity [1].
The development of the ideas about the
mechanism of action of the peptide molecules is
possible due to the structural studies on the molecular
level that can not be achieved solely on the basis of the
experimental methods. Molecular modelling can
fundamentally advance our ability to gain insights and
detailed information on biomolecules. Currently, using
the different theoretical calculation methods, the recent
advances in computer technology allow researchers to
construct the various models of the peptide molecules
[2-12].
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This paper is devoted to the theoretical
investigation of the spatial structure of the ACTH- (6-9)
-PGP molecule - His6-Phe7-Arg8-Trp9-Pro10-Gly11Pro12. To find the conformational profiles of the
peptide molecule, we used the method of theoretical
conformational analysis, which allows us to calculate
the three-dimensional structure of biomolecules on the
basis of a known amino acid sequence. Specially
introduced classification (conformation, form of the
main chain, shape) made it possible to navigate in a
huge number of structures under consideration,
suggesting that the low-energy structure of a
biomolecule is formed from separate structural blocks of
smaller length, which then fit into the spatial structure of
the entire molecule. The forms of residues were
determined by the low-energy regions B, R, L, P of the
dihedral angles of the main chain φ-ψ. The
conformational state of each amino acid residue is
designated by the symbol Xіј, where X means one of
the possible forms of the main chain B, R, L, P, and the
indices јј = 11 ..., 12 ..., 13 ..., 21 ..., etc. denote the
positions of the angles of the side chain χ1, χ2, χ3. Index
1 corresponds to the angle χ in the range (0–120 °), 2–
(120–120 °), 3– (-120–0 °). The dihedral angles of
rotation were calculated according to the standard
IUPAC-IUB nomenclature [13].
The calculation was carried out within the
framework of the mechanical model of molecules,
taking into account non-valent, electrostatic, torsion
interactions and the energy of hydrogen bonds. Nonvalent interactions were assessed by Lennard-Jones
potential. Electrostatic interactions were calculated in a
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monopole approximation according to the Coulomb's
law using partial charges on atoms. The conformational
capabilities of the molecule are studied under the
conditions of the water environment, in connection with
which the value of the dielectric constant is assumed to
be 10. The energy of hydrogen bonds was estimated
using the Morse potential.

fully folded shape fff have a relative energy above 13.6
kcal / mol.
Table-2: The energy distribution of the conformations
of the C-terminal tripeptide fragment Pro10-Gly11Pro12
Shape
ee
ff
ef
fe

Results and Discussion
The spatial structure of the ACTH- (6-9) -PGP
molecule is studied in fragments. At the first stage, the
conformational properties of the N-terminal tetrapeptide
fragment His6-Phe7-Arg8-Trp9 and the C-terminal
tripeptide fragment Pro10-Gly11-Pro12 were studied.
The results of the calculation of the tetrapeptide and
tripeptide fragments are shown in Tables 1-2. The threedimensional structure of the His6-Phe7-Arg8-Trp9
fragment was calculated based on the stable
conformations of the corresponding amino acid
residues. This fragment consists of polyatomic amino
acid residues; therefore, there is a strong energy
differentiation between the shapes, the main chain forms
and
the
conformations.
Many
tetrapeptide
conformations were spatially impossible, only some
conformations of this fragment were spatially possible.
Table-1: Energetic contributions of nonvalent (Unv),
electrostatic (Uel), torsional (Utors) interactions and
relative energy (Urel) of optimal conformations His6Phe7-Arg8-Trp9 molecule
№
1
2
3
4

Shape
eee
fee
efe
fff

Conformation
B21B1 B3322B11
R13B1 B3122B11
B21R3 B3322B11
R11R3 R3222R11

Unv
-22.3
-21.9
-20.7
-16.7

Uel .
3.4
2.1
3.3
3.4

Utors.
1.4
2.3
4.4
9.3

Utot.
-17.5
-17.5
-12.9
-3.9

Urel.
0
0
4.6
13.6

Table-1
shows
the
lowest
energy
conformations of shapes eee, fee, efe, and fff, the
contributions of non-valent, electrostatic, torsion
interactions and relative energy. As can be seen from the
table 1, the relative energy of the conformations of
shapes eee, fee, efe and fff falls in the energy interval of
0-5.0 kcal / mol. In this case, the conformations of the

0-1
2
1
-

1-2
2
1
2
1

Energy intervals (kcal / mol)
2-3
3-4
1
1
1
1
1

4-5
1

>5
1
-

The conformational abilities of the tripeptide
fragment Pro10-Gly11-Pro12 are studied on the basis of
the stable conformations of the corresponding amino
acid residues. Table 2 shows the energy distribution of
the calculated conformations. The calculation results
show that energy differentiation occurs according to
conformations and forms of the main chain.
Low-energy forms of the main chains of the
tetra- and tripeptide fragments were used as initial
approximations to study the three-dimensional structure
of the heptapeptide molecule His6-Phe7-Arg8-Trp9Pro10-Gly11-Pro12. The spatial structure of this
molecule (ACTH- (6-9) -PGP) is calculated on the basis
of the low-energy conformations of the N-terminal
tetrapeptide and C-terminal tripeptide fragments, which
are shown in Tables 1, 2.
The results of the calculation of the
heptapeptide molecule ACTH- (6-9) -PGP showed that
there is a strong energy differentiation between the
shapes, the forms of the main chain and the
conformations. The conformations of eleven shapes fall
into the energy range of 0–5.0 kcal/mol. These
conformations, contributions of non-valent, electrostatic
and torsion energy and their relative energy are given in
Table 3. The N-terminal tetrapeptide fragment has a
fairly rigid structure, it is represented by three structural
types fee, eee and efe. The C-terminal tripeptide
fragment has a labile structure, it is represented by four
shapes ff, fe, ef, and ee.

Table-3: Energy contributions of non-valent (Unv.), electrostatic (Uel.), torsion (Utorc.) interactions and the
relative energy of the optimal conformations of the ACTH- (6-9) -PGP molecule.
№

Shape

Conformation
U nv

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

feeeff
feeefe
feeeef
feeeee
eeeeef
eeeefe
eeeeee
eeeeff
efeefe
efeeef
efeeff

R13B1B3122B11BPR
R13B1B3122B11BLR
R13B1B3122B11RPR
R13B1B3122B11RLR
B21B1B3322B11RPR
B21B1B3322B11BLR
B21B1B3322B11RLR
B21B1B3322B11BPR
B21R3B3322B11BLR
B21R3B3322B11RPR
B21R3B3322B11BPR
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-28.4
-27.9
-26.9
-26.6
-27.6
-28.1
-26.7
-26.0
-27.9
-25.7
-25.1

Energy contributions
U el.
U tors.
-1.3
-0.9
-1.1
-0.7
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.1
0.5
0.2
-0.1

U rel.
3.9
3.3
2.9
3.0
2.6
3.6
2.7
4.3
4.6
4.4
4.5

0
0.2
0.6
1.4
1.1
2.0
2.3
4.1
2.9
4.6
5.0
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Table-4: Energy of intra-and inter-residual interactions (kcal / mol) in conformations of the molecule ACTH(6-9) –PGP.
R13B1B3122B11BPR (U rel.=0 kcal/mol, upper line), B21B1B3322B11RPR (U rel.=1,1 kcal/mol, middle line), B21R3B3322B11BLR (U rel.=2,9 kcal/mol, lower line)
His6
Phe7
Arg8
Trp9
Pro10
Gly11
Pro12
0.3
-5.6
-3.3
-0.4
0
0
0
His6
0.5
-3.4
-2.9
-1.3
0
0
0
0.5
-3.8
-2.5
-2.7
-0.1
0
0
0.6
-3.4
-3.3
0
0
0
Phe7
0.2
-2.9
-4.0
0
0
0
0.1
-2.5
-1.5
0
0
0
0.2
-2.7
-0.4
0.1
-0.8
Arg8
0.6
-2.8
-0.5
0
0.3
0
-2.2
-0.3
0.1
-0.4
-0.7
-3.3
-0.9
-4.3
Trp9
-1.0
-3.3
-2.2
-0.2
-1.1
-3.7
-2.0
-4.1
0.2
0.9
-1.5
Pro10
0.3
-0.2
-2.6
0.3
0.4
-0.9
1.3
-4.3
Gly11
1.4
-4.2
1.4
-3.6
1.5
Pro12
1.5
1.4

Table-4 shows the energy of intra- and interresidual interactions in the best conformations of
each structural type, and the numerical values of the
geometric parameters of these conformations are
shown in Table 5. Fig 1 shows the spatial
arrangement of amino acids in low-energy
conformations R13B1B3122B11BPR, B21B1B3322B11RPR
and B21R3B3322B11BLR of the heptapeptide molecule
His6-Phe7-Arg8-Trp9-Pro10-Gly11-Pro12.
Table-5: Geometric parameters (degree) of the
optimal conformations of the molecule ACTH- (6-9)
–PGP (the values of the dihedral angles are given in
the sequence φ, ψ, w, χ1, χ2 …...)
Residu
e

His6
Phe7
Arg8

Trp9
Pro10
Gly11
Pro12
U rel.

PGP molecule is R13B1B3122B11BPR. In this
conformation, effective energy interactions of the
His6 residue with the Phe7 and Arg8 residues arise,
whose contribution is (-8.9) kcal / mol; Phe7 residue
with Arg8 and Trp9 residues whose contribution is (6.7) kcal / mol; Arg8 residue with Trp9 residue, the
contribution of which is (-2.7) kcal / mol; Trp9
residue with Pro10 and Pro12 residues, the
contribution of which is (-7.6) kcal / mol; Gly11
residue with Pro12, the contribution of which is (4.3) kcal / mol (table 4).

Conformations
R13B1B3122B11BP
R
-64 -38 175
65 -95
-91 152 -178
75 87
-114 146 178
-53 -63 -178
-177
-125 154 -179
56
102
-60 123 -179
134 -78 165
-60 -51 179
0

B21B1B3322B11RP
R
-120 139 179
180 89
-113 161 180
69 90
-119 137 -176
-74 -73 -177
-170
-138 149 -179
67 106
-60
-55 -175
135 -73
172
-60 -51 179
1.1

B21R3B3322B11BL
R
-119 138 -165
-173 89
-80 -62 -173
-62 93
-125 122 177
-58 -65 -177
180
-140 151 -179
67
98
-60 127 -175
64
70 179
-60
-54 179
2.9

The contribution of non-valent interactions
to the total energy in low-energy conformations
varies in the range (-25.1) - (-28.4) kcal / mol, the
electrostatic interactions in the interval (-1.3) - (0.8)
kcal / mol, torsion interactions in the interval (2.6) (4.6) kcal / mol (table 3). The lowest-energy
conformations are the feee shape conformations of
the N-terminal pentapeptide fragment (Table-3). The
lowest-energy conformation of the ACTH- (6-9) -

a)

b)
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parameters of the conformations of the molecule
were obtained, and the conformational mobility of
the side chains of amino acid residues entering the
molecule was estimated.
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